Neutrosophic Research Method for the Analysis of Indeterminacy on Academic Visibility for Quality Digital Inclusion
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Abstract. This paper aims to promote educational inclusion and achieve a positioning that makes visible the actions involved in this academic process. It has as a reference a project aimed at families of students with SEN during their schooling, this need arises due to the difficulties that parents have to deal with the academic performance of children and adolescents. Technology in the educational context is the new trend in the process of teaching and learning in students, the media and digital education are the tools now to promote educational inclusion in the Ecuadorian context. It is intended to implement the activities immersed within the programs covered by the project, reach homes, regionally, nationally, and internationally on the management carried out in the chosen population, which are children with SEN. This study corresponds to a mixed research design. The neutrosophic research method was used for the analysis and indeterminacy through the neutrosophic descriptive statistics. The results obtained indicate a clear interest of students in the virtual environment and make use of the various tools that can be provided to improve learning conditions.
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1 Introduction

The digital world has become a trend nowadays, given the health circumstances that are experienced in all contexts; for this reason, it has been necessary to migrate human activities to the screen environment to somehow continue with the development of social systems. In the educational field, it has been proposed that all kinds of academic activities be carried out through platforms to maintain the educational system of children and adolescents[1].

This new form of teaching has represented a real challenge for parents, given that they must guide their children in the academic accompaniment of their activities, especially in the case of those families who have infants with Special Educational Needs (SEN) associated with disability[2]. The role of parents has always been to provide the necessary tools for the optimal development of their children; however, they are not prepared to be able to meet their needs from the educational environment, thus being one more need that is generated in the sector community.

This research deals with the demonstration of the development of a project that meets the satisfaction of those needs that parents require, an orientation through a preparation process to be able to meet the educational needs of their children. It is important to highlight that assisted education at home where the leading figures are the guide for the children, in this case, their parents, must have a specific preparation to understand the nature of education in the sense of personalized teaching that should be imparted to this population of children and adolescents[3].

For the authors [4], from the perspective of educators, attention must be paid to the possibility that students leave their role and responsibilities at school if they are not encouraged appropriately. Ideally, the school should add the student and take him with it, not leave him behind at the end of each class. Therefore, parents must be included and understand that it is also on their part to encourage the study and active participation in the learning process of their children [5].

According to [6] it is essential that the family understand the role of the student in school and understand that they have duties, responsibilities and that they assume these commitments. As has been said, the family and the institution must work together, but from the moment that the parents interfere in the process that is focused between the school and the student, new problems tend to arise and the most affected is the student himself[7].
Communication should go beyond applying activities and asking parents to supervise their children. Make space for parents to talk about the educational institution and give their opinion on everything that is being done. This feedback is of utmost importance to improve this methodology of distance classes, which was little explored by schools until then, especially at the levels of basic education, secondary and early childhood education. In this work, a study of these phenomena is carried out using the neutrosophic research method and neutrosophic statistics.

**Synchronous tools**

Synchronous Tools require the participation of teachers and students in scheduled events, with specific times for their completion. They are carried out in real-time (online), for years, for some of the EADs and teachers, as well as for all those involved in the institution, the groups and communities interact instantly and with the feeling of perseverance in the continuity of their course.

The chat (chat room), with educational potential to be studied, that is little used in pedagogical activities, allows synchronous communication between different people who are connected at any given time. Literature studies or the pedagogical use of chat are still incipient, most of these materials are limited to assimilate their specific characteristics, they will go into details about their specific possibilities. In addition, it is necessary to carry out experimental studies related to its use as a communication tool and pedagogical tool, generating learning and mechanisms to overcome the difficulties and limitations it offers, not using Chat for learning.

Videoconferencing is a form of interactive communication that allows two or more people to be in different places, where they can meet face to face with auditory and visual communication in real-time. Its use presents a series of benefits: saving time, avoiding physical relocation to a special place, and saving, with the reduction of two expenses with more travel resources, so that the meeting can be recorded and available later.

**Research method basics and neutrosophic statistics**

The neutrosophic research method is a generalization of Hegel's dialectic (dynamics of opposites: $<A>$ and $<\text{anti}A>$). It suggests that scientific and humanistic research will progress by studying not only opposing ideas but also the neutral ideas related to them to have a broader vision of the whole problem to be solved. These ideas are based on neutrosophy (study of opposites and their neutrals: $<A>$ and $<\text{anti}A>$ and $<\text{neut}A>$), a new philosophy created by the Romanian researcher Florentin Smarandache.

In neutrosophy, to resolve the contradiction between opposites $\langle A \rangle$ and $\langle \text{anti}A \rangle$ (thesis and antithesis), the neutral $\langle \text{neutral}A \rangle$ contributes to one side or the other or both (neutrothesis). The contradiction is resolved in neutrosynthesis. Thus, the triad of dialectics (synthesis, thesis, and antithesis) is expanded to a quadruple by neutrosynthesis (thesis, antithesis, neutrothesis, and neutrosynthesis) providing a better reflection of reality.

![Figure 1. Neutrosophic Quadruple.](image-url)
Neutrosophic Statistics extends the classical statistics, such that we deal with set values rather than crisp values. Neutrosophic Descriptive Statistics is comprised of all techniques to summarize and describe the neutrosophic numerical data characteristics and Neutrosophic Inferential Statistics consists of methods that allow the generalization from a neutrosophic sampling to a population from which it was selected the sample.

Neutrosophic Descriptive Statistics comprises all the techniques to summarize and describe the characteristics of neutrosophic numerical data [11].

To calculate the neutrosophic absolute frequency, as there is imprecise information, it is necessary to calculate the extremes (min and max) of the absolute or estimated frequencies.

\[ m_{\text{min}} f_n = 15 + 20 + 25 + 10 = 70 \]
\[ m_{\text{max}} f_n = 15 + 30 + 25 + 24 = 84 \]

Then, to calculate the neutrosophic relative frequencies, we must calculate the minimum and maximum values of these for each tabulated result. For this, the following formula will be applied:

\[ m_{\text{min}} r_{f_{nr_i}} = \frac{m_{\text{min}} f_{n_{i}}}{m_{\text{max}} f_{n_{i}}} \text{ and } m_{\text{max}} r_{f_{nr_i}} = \frac{m_{\text{max}} f_{n_{i}}}{m_{\text{min}} f_{n}} \]

For the case of frequencies that do not present indeterminacy, it is true that:

\[ m_{\text{min}} f_{n_{i}} = m_{\text{max}} f_{n_{i}} = f_{n_{i}} \]

The value of the accumulated neutrosophic relative frequency was obtained by adding the observed neutrosophic relative frequencies, for example:

\[ F_{r_{n}} = [0.179, 0.214] + [0.238, 0.429] + [0.298, 0.357] + [0.119, 0.2] = [0.833, 1.2] \]

### 2 Materials and methods

The neutrosophic research method was used for the analysis and indeterminacy through the neutrosophic descriptive statistics [12-16]. The information obtained for the preparation of the research is from bibliographic information and the data collection through instruments that contain qualitative indicators. An observation record of the development of behavioral skills was also designed, both instruments with multiple alternatives.

For the information processing, as for the scientific papers, a careful reading of their key aspects was carried out, such as the objectives, the methodology, and the results obtained. This way it can be perceived how these documents can significantly contribute to the theoretical construction of this research its processing through the interpretive hermeneutical method to synthesize information and be able to know reality. On the other hand, for the information collected through observation, the Microsoft Excel program was used through the descriptive analysis of neutrosophic frequencies, to be able to analyze the data quantitatively and include the determination, and thus to be able to contrast results with regard to the problem.

### Analysis of results

The information obtained from the observation is summarized below, including the indeterminacy of the observation process. In this table, you can see the ability to handle didactic tools for learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use alternative language (Sign Language, Braille, or Sign Language)</th>
<th>Neutrosophic absolute frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>[2.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>[3.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>[8.14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Descriptive neutrosophic statistics on the use of teaching resources

The use of goes from 3 to 7 students who use it sometimes, never 3 and always from 3 to 4. The information is represented graphically below
This table shows the ability to read through the use of pictograms (logos, brands, or symbolic aspects).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read pictographically (logos, brand, or symbolic locations)</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Neutrosophic absolute frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>[2.6]</td>
<td>[0.143, 0.75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[0.214, 0.375]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>[3.5]</td>
<td>[0.214, 0.625]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>[8.14]</td>
<td>[0.571, 1.75]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where 2-6 students always refer to making use of this methodology, and on the other hand, those who have never used 3, and finally there are those who sometimes use 3.
Discussion

Some investigations have analyzed this type of tool within the school context. For this, the authors [19] carried out a study on the various school activities that can most serve as a means of knowledge in students and selected reading. Their methodology was action research, for which they designed a blog and uploaded certain contents of a subject, after which the students were given the same physical material, as results were obtained that the students visited the web page more to read the content.

They conclude that the virtual environment in a correct adaptation and with attractants of interest such as the subjects taught captures people’s attention, above the traditional reading media. This research agrees with the need for a better implementation of virtual activities for better learning.

Another research developed by [20] deals with trends in virtual education applied through the design of institutional platforms. His work focused on being able to locate educational institutions that promote virtual practice through the implementation of school and secondary activity using the online modality. Its research model was qualitative because it collected information from statistically proven facts, such as the effectiveness of the use of the platform, the new forms of interaction on the pages, the dissemination of information through social networks and the expansion of academic advertising in the Web.

Results indicate that few education centers allocate digital resources to complement the teaching process of students in the Latin American context. For this reason, the prevailing need to be able to promote and open spaces that allow increasing the interest and need for power is perceived connect education with virtuality.

Conclusions

Education in current times has had to reinvent itself, the modality that is being lived is nothing more than an approach that has had an unexpected impact on the student community, however, despite the sanitary conditions that are currently being experienced, it has become a unique choice to be able to continue with the studies.

The results obtained indicated an evident interest on the part of the students in being increasingly involved in the online modality, since, far apart from education in recent years, the increase in the use of technology has appropriated the interest and attention of people, nowadays in all ages. Therefore, implementing the educational model through this trend has not been a very complex work, but it is not very adaptive, due to the lack of a culture of participation in virtuality.

The use of the neutrosophic method and the neutrosophic statistics allow adequate management of the uncertainty and indeterminacy in the observation process. In future work, the use of new statistical methods based on neutrosophic theory will be proposed.
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